
  

Learning Creator  
 
Do you want to help people build successful startups? Are you passionate about 
creating exciting content that looks engaging and delivers useful skills? Are you 
looking to bring your creativity and imagination to work every day? 

 

We might have something for you… 

 

Okay you’ve caught my interest… what are you looking for? 

We are looking for a creative thinker to help us transform the way entrepreneurs and 
startups learn new skills. Our job every day is to create engaging , interactive 
learning experiences, both digital and human, that bring the latest skills from the 
tech sector to the people who need it most.  

 

You’ll get to work closely with every size of organisation, from the first-time founder 
to some of the world’s biggest governments and corporations. They will count on 
you to bring your imagination, your dedication and your skill to helping them learn 
new skills and do more every day. 

 

Great! But is this one of those jobs that needs many years experience in 
exactly this field? 

Not at all! You could come from any background. The role has loads of room for 
progression and growth. Maybe you’ve worked in digital learning, content design, 
startup accelerators or maybe you bring a unique perspective and experience we’ve 
never thought of. One thing is for sure, you’ll definitely see yourself as the following: 

 

● Adaptable - You’ll be comfortable adapting to a new challenge every day. 
You might find yourself interviewing a founder in the morning, writing content 
before lunch and organising a corporate leadership workshop in the 
afternoon. Whatever the challenge, you will relish the variety. 

● Creative - You love finding creative ways around new challenges. Nothing 
makes you happier than finding that solution which dazzles and astonishes 
your audience. 

● Organised - You never forget a birthday (or a deadline). You might be a 
checklist fiend or just have a great memory but you will always make sure 
things run on time and achieve their aims. 

● Curious - You will enjoy learning new things and absorbing wisdom from 
those around you. Conversations are your thing and people you talk to have 
a great experience whether they are an intern or a chief exec. 

 

Nice. So what would I do every day? 



  

Could be lots of different things. One of the big positives about working here is you 
get a voice in what we do. To give you some idea of what might be involved, here is 
a sample of the type of work we do in our team: 

● Working with another Tech City programme to design a digital course on 

how fast-growth startups can maintain their culture. 

● Designing new features to ensure our learning platform stays cutting-edge 

● Writing content that helps aspiring entrepreneurs learn from the experience 

of successful founders 

● Taking meetings with a major corporate on what they need from a training 

programme 

● Coordinating the delivery of a presentation to senior figures from an 

international government 

● Helping a colleague see a new angle on an old problem 

● Just working hard and having fun with your team 

 

How does this fit with the rest of your work at Tech City? 

Launched by the UK Prime Minister David Cameron in 2010, Tech City UK 
supports digital entrepreneurship across the nation, with regional bases in London 
and Northern England. Our aim is to help accelerate the growth of promising 
digital businesses in the UK. We do this by focusing on three areas: 
  
●   Talent & Skills – We are helping people learn new skills for the digital 
economy. Our learning workshops give anyone a way to understand the startup 
ecosystem in the UK. Online, our digital platform helps you learn the skills to start, 
join or grow a business. Finally our Tech Nation Visa brings some of the world’s 
brightest tech talent to the UK. 
 
●   Business Lifecycle - Our Upscale , Future Fifty and Northern Stars 
programmes help digital startups through every stage of their maturity – from their 
first funding to going public. 
  
●   Thought Leadership & Advocacy – We use data, intelligence and 
connections within the community to create reports and host events that mark us 
as thought leaders in creating digital ecosystems. Examples include the Tech 
Nation Report and Tech North's Digital Powerhouse Report 

 

Okay I’m sold. Where do I apply? 

Send us a message telling us why you think you’re who we are looking for to 
jobs@techcityuk.com. Make sure you attach a CV and details of your current salary. 
No agencies please. Tech City UK is an equal opportunities employer. Job 

mailto:jobs@techcityuk.com


  

applicants may be asked to provide evidence of their ability to work and live in the 
country where the role exists. 


